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OTOLOGY

Effects of Too-loud Music on Human Ears

But, Mother, Rock’n Roll HAS to be Loud!
RALPH R. RUPP, PH.D., LARRY J. KOCH, M.S.

From the Audiology Division of the Speech Clinic,Institute for Human Adjustment, The University of
Michigan, 1111 East Catherine, Ann Arbor, Mich.
48104. 

Constant or recurrent exposure to high
intensity sound can permanently damage
hearing. Pediatricians and otologists are
becoming increasingly aware of this dan-
ger, especially to teenagers who listen to
rock’n roll music and entertainment&mdash;"the
louder the better."

P-TI&dquo;LJLEENAGERS continually expose them-
selves to possible permanent sensori-neural

hearing loss in their fascination with bom-
bastic music issuing from record stores, pop
music radio stations and local discotheques.

For over a century the professional litera-
ture has been issuing warnings on the pos-
sible deleterious ejects of noise on the hu-
man hearing mechanism., It is only in recent
;ears, however, that professionals interest in

the deafening of loud noise has been
directed to other than military personnel or
industrial workers. The focus of attention is
now spreading to our teenagers who delight
in either playing or listening to rock’n roll
music at intensity levels. The cost in
terms of eventual reduction in hearing effi-

ciency is not yet known, but recent evidence
shows that it be enormous.

Safe Noise Levels’

The intensity (loudness) levels con-

sidered for human ears, even for pro-
tracted periods, have been well summarized
by Kryster: &dquo;.~. fair, perhaps conservative,
ev9lu.afon of the laboratory:’..! ...studies.: on
~ ’ ~~~:~~~ ~~~.~~~~~ .~~~~~~ that for long and
exposures any frequency of sound
that is,85 dB or less above 0.0002 dyne/cnL’-,-
[or acoustic reference &dquo;&dquo;0&dquo; dB for sound pres- ~~~~...
sure ieveh] @iH not :’c&Hse,:~ny’.:::.t&euro;nipomfy7or~
permanent damage. On the other hand, for
brief exposures lastirig up to an hour, the in-
temities necessary to, cause deafness appear to
be in the order of 100 dB ~°°~~ 0.0002 dyne/cm.-

:: for any frequency or critical band.&dquo; :::. ~ ~. ~
’’ Another study 3 concludes: &dquo;If the -over-all

noise level’does not exceed 85 decibels, no in.

jury to hearing ~~~~~~~s; ~ noise level of more
than 85 and less than 100 decibels may harm
the ear of a highly susceptible individual after
a long period of exposure;, noise levels above
100 decibels, may do damage/after
long exposure, to the cars of these persons; as
the decibel rating of noise ~~i~~~ t~~’ it
can. increases, course, and noise levels
in excess of 130 decibels may do permanent
to the ears of normal persons, even ’
after a relatively short exposure.&dquo;
Thus, as the intensity level of .unwanted

sound, either noise or music, grows in excess
of 85 ~~, the. greater the danger of noise-

induced. hearing loss. The United States Pub.
lic Health Service states, ~~~r support,
the reconunendations a on the :d&euro;simbiHty~
of instituting hearing’ conservation, aieasures
where the work [or recreational] environment
includes regular, prolonged exposure to

steady-state continuous spectrum noise :reach-
.:.mg’oct&v&euro;,.~Bd.Mv&euro;ts.~ 185 dB~&dquo;’,4 ’ .~...:,,. ~’ / .
Glorig -5 feels that four factors should en-te-r,
into any analysis of the ,traumatic effects of
-noise ~~ (1) over-all noise level; (2)
of ~3) duration of exposure

during a single 24-hour per-*,od; and (4) the,
~~ta~. ~~~~ c~~‘ ~:~~c~~~r~ ~~,~~~!~ ~~a~~.-~if~< His

findings support those of earlier experts who
.;Mi~.~thM~1po~ib!~’rdama~~~ the hearing
mechanism must, be related primarily to. the ~.
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intensity level of the noise signal and to the
length of time under exposure.
Role of Parents

Parents are now beginning to show more
concern about their children’s hearing. Most
adolescents may not listen to music turned up
to maximum intensity levels for long periods
of time at home; their less adaptable parents
usually demand lower sound levels after brief
listening periods.
A parent may actually increase the risk of

damage to his children by suggesting that

they listen to music through headphones. Un-
fettered by parental monitoring, they may
pulse to the rock’n roll ritual with such aban-
don that permanent damage to the inner ear
is almost assured. One author reports find-
ing his teenage daughter and some friends
listening to music at a shattering volume
through a set of stereo headphones. He asked
one of the youngsters if she felt any pain.
Her unnerving answer was &dquo;of course!&dquo; The
sensation of pain secondary to sound should
serve as a warning that damage to the hearing
mechanism may occur.

Generally, however, the greater danger to
hearing is not at home, but at clubs
or discotheques where children, expose, them-
selves to loud music for three- or four-hour

periods. ~~r,n.i~~~~, and oi even greater con-
cern, are the ~~~~~t~ of sound on ’members of
the rock bands who play their music several
hours a week in both practice and concert.

Our Study of One Combo :’ , /.//:;..’:

’ ~~’ c~~~~~ ~c~ ~~~.~~~~ ~cat~. ~~~ ~.c~i~~ (or- mu-
~~~c~ levels in, ~. roc]Cri roll environment and -.;

the ~.heMing~sMH.tiesBo~ ~ members of a musical ~-
~~~.~~, ~v~ made appropriate observations of
five,members of a musical combo dmr--
irig and after a ’rehearsal’ s~s:~ ’Three of ’ .~.

~ the, group were, 19, vears,old and t-~vo were 20
ye&rsaid. Ot,.r ~gg’als, 7,~,,,ere tivof old: .;.’. /~

11. To determine a~iy, possible in ’
’ 

~: ; hearing threshold .1 efficiency, after a :’.~ ’

;,. . two and. one-half-hour period of noise /,;;

~~&dquo;&dquo; ~ stimulation. :~’:~: /!..~’:.~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~.’ - ~’:J&dquo;’.~’~;’:j./:: ~’
2. To determin,~:. the maximum&dquo; sound

.~~ ~-- ~r~~~~.~~ I~~~~ readings in the.practice :~~

;~ ,room, d~~~~ ~~~ loudest segment of /;.:
~’’ the rehearsal. ’~’:.’:;~/

PURE TONE AUDIOGRAM

Frequency in cycles per second (HZ)

FIG. 1. Comparison audiogram showing median
~ta~shs~Ic~s for ten ears, before and after two and one-
half ~ea~ars ’ of rock’n roll st~zx~a~~ac~on where sound

pressure levels peaked to 130 dB. ~&horbar;&horbar;~ = pz~estzx~~:
htion thrcshoMs; ~&horbar;&horbar;~ = p~s~s~a‘~ru~ati~i~ thresh-
olds.

Results 

Threshold changes were. measured by ob-
taimng monaural pure-tone air conducted
thresholds at 250, 5Gt3~ 1,000, 2,000, 4,~f~Q~ and
6,000 cycles per second, (hereafter referred to
as Hz) before and immediately following re--
henrsaL ~3sa~~ portable audiomct&euro;rsB’equippcd
with sound-attenuating muffs, the thresholds
were measured in a room with ambient noise
levels, of 35 to 40 dB of sound pressure level

(Fig. 1). -:../.~/’’.’..’~~~:.:~.~~~~~
After two aBdj..o.ne-half~jhour&-of’ro.ck’.Q roll

stmiul&tion,. threshold shifts , from pre-stimu-
lation values were minimal at 250, ~500, and
1,0,00 Hz, :with~:an,.:el&euro;~at.to.h of, the: threshold
ty. only 5 d,B ~t each frequency.. The. audi-
tory fatigue -factor (also known as. temporary
threshold shift), became ni-ost~, obvious at, higher
frequencies.- 15, dB shift a’t 2,000 Hi, 25 dB
shfft a,t 4,000,~ Hz,, and 20 dB ~shift at 6,000 Hz-.1
Om~- observation, that the la t t]4,ff- t occurs,
at 4,000 ~lz’agrees with earlier~r Dorts. I ~~ ~ ~,

All, musicians’, reported &dquo;&dquo;&dquo;ringing~&dquo;~ or 
,s&tio~~o~BfuBn~s*~’ia~ ears after ’the, re,,~,
~hearsal. With three members, these head noises
,’dM~p&euro;ar~~~hm:~’~hre6.’ ~ eight ,hpurs after
~~~ ~~~~~~~~.~t ~~~ rxtembers ’reported, ~that
the sound continued I through :,the following
,one of Itwo, d’ - these, same 

’ 

two-~ ~also’. showed.
the ~~~~~~s~ threshold shift following’m’u~icAl ’
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stimulation. As one of our subjects described
it, &dquo;Nlan, those wild sounds really become a
part of you.&dquo; Pollack has quoted one 14-

year-old : &dquo;It embalms you. It has to be so

loud that it gets inside you. Otherwise, it isn’t

any good.&dquo; ~up~ ~ quotes another teenager:
&dquo;There is an eerie effect in the ears after lis-

tening to this [music] for an evening.&dquo;
The sound pressure levels generated in the

practice room during the loudest time period
of the rehearsal ranged from 120 to 130 dB.
Equipment used was a General Radio Com-
pany Sound Level Meter, Type 759-B. All

measurements were read using the &dquo;C&dquo; weight-
ing curve with a sound pressure level range
of 85 to 140 dB.

The noise level from a Saturn moon rocket
measured from the press site is 120 the
noise from a jet engine also peaks at 120 dB;
and a very noisy factory produces a sound
pressure level of 100 dB. Thus, ~.t the most

enthusmsdc point in the rock’n roll rehearsal,
the noise was louder than each of these ex-

pl~s* After the rehearsal, the group re-

that it had really been a poor night to
the real volume of their usual play-
ing they were preparing for a dance date and
were holding back, even though the amplifiers
were tuned for maximum output.
According to the safe sound pressure levels

reported earlier, the were perform&dquo;
ing in a. sound environment which poten-
tially damaging to ’their ears. Lebo and ~~.r-
rett &dquo;0 measured sound pressure levels at two

S&BL: &~Qsco’/~$coth&euro;ques;B.~ in each

peaked at 120 dB. The authors warned that
repetitive exposure to such noise levels is

I~~~~~ ~~’~+rc~~~.c~ ~~~r~~~aw~~ ~~~~L~:~~~~ ~n~. .

permanent ia’nsr:~ar:~am~e.&dquo;.;’’./’’; ’~ ~ ~ &dquo;.’ ~’

Discussion .~~.~ ~~.&dquo; ~/~.:~, ~’:’B.

:’: ~Auth~~~:.hav@:,~i&euro;d~/M identify those in
~ population w~ho are su~sc--pti’ole to, 1,,,,ep-r- ’~

ing loss as the, result of e-xcessi,ve noise ~~~.

posure. No test yeltl,designed effectively
idenufies the sus~eptibles in, mass field testing-5
Harris 11 concludes- &dquo;There are, as yet, no

acceptable I ’’testa to ~~~~ ~~.~ . susceptibility 
other than the practiceof repeat audiometry. ’’

]4y repeating the measurement of hearing tests
~t reasonable intervals of -a year or .the

highly susceptible ... can be detected by
noting the change in hearing loss measured at
frequencies above 2,000 cps, where changes
occur at the greatest rate with increased ex-

posure.&dquo;
In addition to regular audiometric testing

of rock’n roll musicians, two other preventa-
tive measures could be implemented to protect
the hearing of both musician and spectator:

1. Musicians should wear customized ear

defenders or protectors to reduce by
20 to 30 dB the intensity of noise reach-

ing the ears, thus lowering noise levels
below the damaging 100 to 120 dB level.

2. Local or regional governmental units

should establish safe maximum sound

pressure levels for electronic amplifiers
in public clubs and discotheques with a

suggested 100 dB the maximum level
of output. Regulations must be sup-
ported by appropriate penalties, and
calibration of electronic amplifiers
with monitored safe-level limits could

be established psychoacoustic
laboratories or local health depart-
rnen~s4 .
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